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Terms of membership - Catch Collective Hal16 
ACCESS AND OPENING HOURS 

A membership gives access to the workshop and all equipment and facilities during the hours that you have 
sign-up for. Some machines require that you have taken a “driver's license” before you can use them on their 
own. Courses held regularly.  

USE 

When a workshop is shared with many users all love to invent and experiment puts this greater pressure on 
machines than normal. Therefore, a machine sometimes been down and we can not guarantee a 100% 
uptime. Of course we will always fix a problem as fast as we can and give the message to members of the 
crash. 

ACCIDENTS 

If an accident occurs and you get damaged a machine, please let us know immediately so that we can repair 
the damage as soon as possible. 

CNC milling machine: It costs a new MDF plus 600kr. cutting down on the table. 

Damage forsaken by improper or unsafe use of machinery/tools will be billed. Costs depend on 
machine/injury. Make sure that you have the proper insurance.  

Some machines are managed by the so-called "one-sheet policy". This means that you must cut one plate on 
the machine and then it's on to the next in the queue. We are a joint workshop. Give space if others are 
pressed and you can wait a bit. It's good workshop-karma. 

Parts of the workshop may at certain times be reserved for organized courses, workshops, cleaning, 
maintenance etc. We will try to inform about "closing" in good time. 

Materials, projects, etc.. Do not leave this at the workshop after you have gone. We offer different types of 
storage for your needs, as an acquisition for membership. 

The workshop does not replace lost effects, but your contents insurance should cover you in. Contact 
your insurance company if you have any doubts. 

Stray materials, projects, etc.. are marked with a lost property-slip and deposited after 7 days. 

 

CLEANING 

Clean your workstation after use. (Can’t believe I need to write this…) Put your stuff together at the same 
place, så that we don’t have unknown projects all over the workshop.  

 

WASTE 

At the moment, we have two containers - both are labelled with the type of waste which goes in. Please 
respect this.  
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SAFETY 

Do not use machines you are not familiar or comfortable with. It can be dangerous and 3D printers can not 
(yet) make you a new finger. 

We strongly recommend that you take out accident insurance so you're covered should an accident occurs. In 
addition, all safety rules and measures for personal protection are respected. 

TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP 

There is no binding period on a membership. Termination or changes to your membership must be sent to us 
in writing to rasmus@betalab.dk latest at the 7th the month before you want to stop the membership. Unless 
something else is agreed upon when starting yout membership.  

GUESTS 

Guests are allowed as long as they do not actively take part in a work a.k.a "hanging out". The member is 
responsible for his guest. 

THE MOST IMPORTANT 

Have fun and learn something new :) 
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